




 



Hunt ID: CO-5152 

DIY Colorado Cow elk hunts 4000 acres for 4 hunters or 2000 acres for 2 hunters, the best time 

is 11/29,30,31.  Some GUARANTEED LICENSES first come first serve. Great Migratory hunts. 

20 minutes to town, herd of 60,000 elk. 

Hunt the Migration on a DIY/Semi-Guided Cow Elk Hunt that fills the freezer and is extremely 

easy on the pocketbook. At this time of the year it is not uncommon to see herds of elk from 10 

to 100, you just need to know how to sneak up on 100 elk eyes, ears and noses that have 

protected the elk all of its life. 

You will be hunting GMU003 where 60,000 elk travel to their wintering grounds in their annual 

migration. This is a 3 day hunt November 28, 29 and 30. This area is known for its high success 

durring this season. This is the highest elk success area in the state and being that Craig is the Elk 

Capitol of the World it shows. 

The landowner will show you your perimeter fences, where the elk migration travel corridors 

are, where the elk like to feed, and the most common day bed areas are. The area has two-track 

roads to assist you in covering this is over 11 one square mile pieces all connected with 

perimeter fences. The private ranch property is a main thoroughfare durring the elk migration 

every year. Snowy cold weather expedites the migration and warm sunny weather retards the 

migration. The elk are comfortable all through this property so they may be day bedding or 

moving depending on the weather. 

Drive, Glass, Spot and stalk is the most efficient hunting method with short walks to check 

hidden pockets on the ranch for hidden herds. 

Your lodging is a discounted package, which is your option to take or you can camper or camper 

in town in a Campground. There is no camping on the property due to camping fire issues.  

Skinning and processing of your elk are available in town if desired. 

Pricing, this is a cow elk hunt only at the end of November between Thanksgiving and the end of 

November, which won’t break the bank. 

Cow elk hunt $1800 Discounted Down to only ................................................................$1395 
 

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GoHunt@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

